JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1W12 - WORLD WAR I
[u-bit#19200491]
2731-1-1
10:00:14 1) “As The War Progresses, There Comes That Great Rush Of
(N) WWI: “Fighting
-10:25:50 German Volunteers, A Demonstration Of Manpower That Surprises
For The Fatherland”
The World.” - recruits being trained in field, recruits being shown
R2
how to shoot rifles, “A Force Of 2,000,000 Men And Boys, Many
Beyond, Many Under Military Age.” - group of recruits shooting
rifles on field, etc. [end of part four]
2913-1-1
10:26:08 1) views of soldiers firing giant artillery gun
(?) WWI:CBS Master
<some rolling frame lines>
R12
10:26:23
views of soldiers by giant artillery gun on railroad track with
[FA only]
artillery firing in b/g, giant artillery gun on track firing
10:26:46
two soldiers holding flags with wind blowing and officer looking
in distance at soldiers on horses in formation
10:27:00
views of soldiers in street saluting to officers walking by
<some rolling frame lines>
10:27:07
soldiers with bayonets standing in formation in street with officers
on horses and soldier holding flag and members of band holding
drums and other musical instruments
10:27:35
“‘Saw Them Decorating Men Who Have Shown Special Valor. It Has
To Be Something Special to Stick Out Above The Bravery All About.’”
- one of two soldiers holding piece of paper, soldiers firing artillery
10:27:45
“Examining German Positions From The Woods.” - views of officers
in woods looking through binoculars
[Fighting For France - Mutual Program]
10:28:25
“French Spirit. They Have A Theatre Just Back Of The Trenches.
Noting But Comedy Goes Here.” - PAN across soldiers working and
standing near theatre amongst ruined buildings <some decomp>
10:28:44
people on sidewalk looking at posters on wall, people walking in street
10:28:56
line of soldiers with rifles on their backs riding on bicycles along street
10:28:59
views of group of soldiers around machine gun, soldiers on bicycles
10:29:08
soldiers crossing bridge, soldiers and horses in street with trolley passing by in b/g
10:29:16
soldiers standing with bicycles and tank in street, quick view of people
and soldiers in street
10:29:21
views of soldiers, horses and tanks in street
10:30:11
rear view of soldiers on horses along street, man on horse-drawn
wagon hauling round objects with pedestrians, trolleys and building in b/g,
sign on bridge: “Samson-Schuhe”, soldiers walking with bicycles along street
10:30:29
three tanks along street
10:30:34
views of soldiers on horses and walking with bicycles along street
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10:30:46
10:30:56
10:31:14
10:31:23
10:31:38
10:31:58
10:32:38
10:32:52
10:32:56
10:33:14
10:33:34
10:33:38
10:33:45
10:33:50
10:33:56
10:34:14
10:34:44
10:35:52
10:36:18
10:36:27
10:36:55
10:37:53
10:37:09
10:38:25
10:38:40
10:39:18
10:39:42
10:39:53
10:40:01

soldiers standing on road with towers in b/g
officers and soldiers in formation with one officer talking with one of the soldiers
soldiers in trench carrying wounded or dead soldier on stretcher
with covered dead body in foreground
soldier in b/g taking still photograph of officers looking off into distance
views of officers talking to soldiers
views of buildings with sign on one: “Restaurant Vatel” with trolley passing by
soldiers walking along road next to river with reflection of line of
tall trees in water
soldiers on bicycles on road raising and twirling trumpets
soldiers on horses with vista of rural land behind them, lines of soldiers
on bicycles along rural road, soldiers riding quickly on horses along road
two officers watching soldiers with rifles marching along road, soldiers on horses
along road, line of soldiers on motorcycles with side cars along road, soldiers in
jeep along road with camouflage branches, HA tank and auto along road
officer among group of officers pointing out place on map
MLS soldiers walking in rural landscape with farm animals in b/g
soldiers behind logs firing with sign: “Luneville --> D7”, artillery gun firing
soldiers on horses riding along road
views of soldiers firing artillery guns
views of dignitaries at meeting with one man kissing girl with nurse,
nurses at exhibit? with boy, dignitaries walking by crowd
views of soldiers walking along next to tanks
LSs cavalry riding with tents in b/g
hand to hand combat by two soldiers in battlefield
views of long line of soldiers walking along road
views of soldiers and vehicles on side of road
soldiers firing artillery gun
battlefield, soldiers firing artillery gun
two soldiers in trench throwing hand grenades
views of tanks in battlefield
views of officers reviewing troops
airplane flying overhead behind tree
officers standing near road talking together
LS soldiers in fields, views of soldiers and tanks in fields

10:41:39

views of group of women watching soldiers walking up ramp,
soldiers waving on platform near Seine with U.S. flag

10:41:55

group of soldiers listening to soldier standing on bench then
walking away
soldiers sawing, hammering and shoveling while working on
building of house?
views of soldiers walking around town
overhead views of soldiers walking in tunnel

10:42:16
10:42:29
10:43:02
-10:43:12

[also below
10:50:34-10:50:40]
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2913-2-1
10:43:30 1) man standing in front of building then walking away
then soldier walking by
10:43:34
side view of officer in front of soldiers in formation raising
their bayonets
10:44:10
officers on porch greeting many soldiers and other dignitaries
passing by after arriving at mansion in autos
10:47:32
front view of officer with sword in front of soldiers in
formation with bayonets
10:47:45

(?) WWI: CBS
Master R52

“Cathedral Of Notre Dame” - views of cathedral in Paris including
[also see 1W03
relief statues of a king with two angels and a man holding his
23:25:03-23:26:34]
own head, MCS artist wearing hat while painting on easel in street
[also see 1X91
by river with buildings in b/g, PAN of buildings behind river,
07:44:26-07:45:30]
“Charlemagne - Easily The Greatest Figure Of The Middle Ages.
The Emperor Of What Is To-day Italy, France, Germany And The
Interlying Countries.” - two soldiers looking at statue of man on horse,
“One Of The Many Flower Markets.” - woman getting container of
flowers out from amongst many flowers for two soldiers, MLS
monument with trolley going past in foreground, “The Sorbonne The Oldest University...” - PAN up ornate building, “Approximately
2,000 A.E.F. Boys Attended 25 Of The Schools And Universities
Of Paris” - soldiers walking on campus past artillery gun, “Pantheon
- A Memorial Temple For The Illustrious Dead Of France. Voltaire
And Victor Hugo Among Them.” - slight PAN up building, “Rodin’s
Masterpiece ‘The Thinker’.” - four soldiers looking at map in front of
statue of “The Thinker”, “Parisian Market Scenes.” - many people walking
in street, people buying and selling meat, MCS many eggs stacked on top
of one another on stand, MCS woman holding piece of material? and
talking to people standing around her, many people walking in crowded
market street, “Book Stalls On The Banks Of The Seine - These Book
Cases Have Grouped Themselves Along The Parapets Of The Quais
For Over Two And A Half Centuries.” - soldiers looking at bookstalls,
“Arc Du Carroussel - Standing Between The Louvre Museum And
The Tuileries Gardens.” - soldiers looking at arc, “Hotel De Crillon Home Of The American Peace Mission.” - MLS buildings with autos
along street in front, “Captured Trophies Of The War.” - views of
soldiers inspecting cannon that has been partially ripped apart, “Pont
Alexandre 111 - The Most Beautiful Of The 34 Bridges Of Paris.”
- PAN across bridge with people walking across, views of statues, LS
building, “Les Invalides - The Tomb Of Napoleon Bonaparte.” - MLS
building

1W12 -410:50:34

“On the Seine” - views of group of women watching soldiers

[also above
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walking up ramp, soldiers waving on platform near Seine with
U.S. flag
10:50:40

10:53:14

10:41:39-10:41:55]

POVs from boat along river of building, other boats and soldiers
on another boat with buildings in b/g, “St-Germain-l’Auxerrois The Bell Of This Church Gave The Signal For The Massacre Of
Saint Bartholomew.’’ - church with pedestrians and traffic in front,
“The Church Which Our Boys Know Best...La Madeleine.”
- views of building with columns and pedestrians and traffic in
front, “The Famous ‘White Church’...Sacre-Coeur, A’Top
Montmarte?.” - MCS top of church, “Palais De Glace - The Most
Popular Of All The ‘Y’ Huts In Paris, Which Had Served ‘Chow’
To Nearly A Million Soldiers.” - building with soldiers in front,
sign on gate: “Avenue Du President Wilson” - views of statue of
man on horse with buildings in b/g, (title in reverse) “‘Well, Towser
Old Boy, Paris Is Beautiful But...I’m Going Back Home Soon,
Back To God’s Country’” - soldier sitting on chair in park by lake
smoking cigarette and talking to dog sitting on bench, autos and
pedestrians along wide avenue, people along sidewalk including
men flipping top of hats with signs: “...Rossi”, views of same men
with flipped up hats sitting at cafe table drinking from glasses with
seltzer bottle on table and some buttons on jackets: “...Vox...”,
one man with flipped hat sitting at table drinking glass of beer,
views of soldiers at outdoor cafe tables being served by waitresses,
“Gare De Lyon” - views of soldiers in line going into entrance of
building, “A French Railroad Ticket.” - soldier standing in front of
other soldiers holding pieces of paper, “This Auto Service Met The
Doughboy Who Came To Visit Paris.” - many soldiers getting into
backs of trucks, “‘Off To Look The Little Town Over.’” - trucks
leaving, “The Doughboys Hold Up The Traffic Of Paris On Their
Way To Versailles.” - long line of soldiers walking in street with
some Parisians watching, “Where The Bastille Once Stood.”
- soldiers in parked YMCA truck in front of horse-drawn carriage
with man talking through megaphone and looking up at tower
monument with statue on top, large elaborate building, guide
pointing out building for group of soldiers, “Tour Saint-Jacques
- Relic Of An Old Gothic Church. This Tower Is Now Used As
The Weather Bureau” - PAN down tower to street scene with
horse-drawn carriage, pedestrians and man walking dog, “Musee...
Cluny...” - views of exterior of building, tour guide pointing out
building to group of soldiers, statue in garden by building, group
of soldiers looking up, “The Oldest Clock In The World” - MCS
elaborate clock on building with carved figures on it’s sides
(1916-7)
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10:56:36

“Five Nations Meet To Lighten The World’s Naval Burdens London - First Gathering Of Delegates At 10 Downing Street,

[silent]

-10:59:09
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Residence Of The Prime Minister.” - sign: “City Of Westminster
- Downing St. SW”, three people walking in lonely street, front of
building, sign on door: “10”, group of fourteen delegates walking
down steps and posing in garden, PAN across line of delegates,
“Heads Of Delegations - Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald Of
Great Britain” - CU head of man speaking, “Secretary Stimson,
United States” - CU head of man speaking, “M. Tardieu, France”
- CU head of man speaking, “Signor Grandi, Italy” - CU head
of man speaking, “Ex-Premier Wakatsuki, Japan” - CU head of
man speaking, “The Weather Man Produces One Of His Best Fogs
The Day The King Opens The Conference At The House Of Lords”
- views of delegates along foggy streets in vehicles with crowd
waving and policeman riding along side on bicycle, delegates
standing together, one delegate lifting up his hat [Kinograms]
<continued on 1W13>

